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of his flight exclusively for that publication. This meant
that my job of covering the Herald Tribune had become
somewhat difficult. The agreement with Lindbergh on the
part of our rival was a perfectly laudable one. Some one in
that office had anticipated that if the youthful flier succeeded
in bridging the Atlantic by air his personal story would be
outstanding. However, it is permissible to wonder whether
any one in New York—inside or outside newspaper offices
—actually had enough prevision to gage just what this flight
would mean.
Aside from gathering, writing and cabling preliminary
reactions and other features of Lindbergh's anticipated
arrival in Paris on May 2Oth, I found it expedient to make
some preparations on my own account to handle the story.
I arranged with the Commercial Cable Company to have
fast transmission facilities at Le Bourget airfield which meant
merely a telephone manned by an employe of the company
should be on hand to relay despatches. It was arranged also
that two of the best reporters on the New York Herald, our
European edition, should be at the airfield to pick up not
only all details for their particular newspaper but any that
I might miss if and when the actual landing took place. I
was able to learn that our rival on its part planned to
rush Lindbergh from the airfield into Paris and isolate him
in a downtown hotel where he might tell his story to the ex-
clusion of other newspapers. The concierge of this hotel was
visited and pledged across the palm to divulge all details,
assuming that Lindbergh landed safely and our rival succeeded
in smuggling him into the isolation of the hotel in the heart of
Paris.
Paris momentarily forgot its own heroic fliers who had
failed and discussed the chances of Lindbergh's success*
Despatches from New York described the young flier and

